1994 ford probe fuse box diagram

Diamond Jim helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in
the interior fuse box of your Ford Probe in addition to the fuse panel diagram location. Electrical
components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows all have
fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown out. If
your Probe is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses first,
because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Fords have multiple
interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the interior fuse
box of your Probe is located. If your Probe has many options like a sunroof, navigation, heated
seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses, so make sure you
check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you need to replace a
blown fuse in your Probe, make sure you replace it with one that has the same amperage as the
blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in question doesn't work, we
recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They should be able to
figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some other problem
with your Probe. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things
on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars
on the road. If you are leaking oil and parking on your oil spots each night, the oil is breaking
down your tires' rubber. The best way to fix leaking hoses is to replace them, but if you don't
have time, a stop leak product might work for you. Car companies often use the same engines
in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names
amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable
video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look
exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it.
Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Plug the
oil leak. Change an engine fuse. If you have an electrical component that doesn't work, try
replacing the fuse first. Replace your air filter! Isn't efficiency great? Fix leaky hoses. See all
videos for the Ford Probe. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have
everything This pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to
understand in an electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the
interconnections, indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively
recognized in a production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of
damage that even derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between
electrical engineers designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also
helpful in making repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and
implemented while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the
relative position and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or
servicing the device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the
components interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components
physical locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize
interconnections over physical appearance. They only provide general information and cannot
be used to repair or examine a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within the
circuit get presented with the help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include
vertical and horizontal lines. However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system
rather than its wires. A represents the original and physical layout of electrical
interconnections. Wiring on the picture with different symbols shows the exact location of
equipment in the whole circuit. Its components are shown by the pictorial to be easily
identifiable. They are often photos attached with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the
physical components. A person with a strong knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only
understand a pictorial. I need a replacement interior fuse box diagram-layout guide for a ford
probe,2. On my fuse box a have this mysterious blue wire the is going out of the box on 1 side
into a 60amp fuse then to the other side of the box. Do you. That little "link" you show is
certainly not stock. It looks like a cross link in the fuse block burned out and someone
bypassed it. You may have to replace the block. If you look underneath the block you will
probably see a burned area, the reason for the bypass wire. Left the way it is, it will probably
come to haunt you when you least expect it. Was this answer. How hard is it to replace the
block that you are talking about? And how much will the block itself be? Wouldi be better off
just taking it somewhere to get it done? But I imagine that would be really expensive? Could
this be the reason I have a check engine light? Probably, the best source for a replacement
block is from a salvage yard. To replace the block is no easy project and should only be
attempted by someone who has some automotive electrical skills. Replacement has to be done

just "so", or you could wind up with more problems than you started with. The bad fuse block
may, or may not, be triggering your check engine light. The only way you will know is to have
the computer scanned and see what codes are stored in memory. Hope I have helped you. Well I
had a question how different fuse boxes are and if I could just use any oold one? Please login
or register to post a reply. The design of a car fuse is to limit the amount of amperage being
pulled through a particular circuit. When an electrical circuit has a problem such as a short to
ground Battery Or Alternater? That Results In An Empty Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question.
It's Free! The car is sold in many countries in asia africa south america australia and until the
model was supplied to the russian market. We do not endorse any such activity for others or
recommend it to any particular person we simply describe the experiences and opinions of
other rangerbronco ii owners. Ford ranger wiring diagram free. Ford focus wiring diagrams.
Cant find the free ford wiring diagrams you want. The third generation of the ford ranger pickup
developed by the australian branch of the company debuted in Ford ranger wiring diagrams
disclaimer. Ford vehicles diagrams schematics and service manuals download for free.
Automobiles are manufactured by factories in thailand south africa and argentina. Ranger is
fords attempt in a crowded compact pickup truck whose production spans for several decades
and four generations. Ford ranger px wiring diagramsrar. This video is unavailable. Activities
and vehicle modifications appearing or described at the ranger station and its pages may be
potentially dangerous. It is yet another useful ford wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
simplified conventional pictorial depiction of an electrical circuit. Ford wiring diagrams
electrical schematics circuit diagrams free download. This is a ford focus wiring diagram.
Variety of ford ranger wiring diagram pdf. Select the model diagram you need and view online. It
was published in and it is mainly for ford focus model year Totally free ford wiring diagrams. No
worries do check back again because this page will be updated from time to time whenever
there is a. No need to download. Free ford wiring diagrams for Throughout these years it held a
considerable market share and rack up respectable sales figures of over 7 million units sold. It
reveals the components of the circuit as streamlined forms as well as the power and also signal
links in between the gadgets. Ford Ranger Wiring Diagrams Wiring. Free Ford Wiring Diagrams.
Ford Ranger Alternator Wiring Diagram. Engine Wiring Diagrams Free Wiring. Wrg Ford Ranger
Wiring Diagram. Roger Vivi Ersaks Juni Aerostar Engine Diagram Wiring. Post a Comment Note:
Only a member of this blog may post a comment. Share this post. Post a Comment. Newer Post
Older Post Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah
Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. All ford fuse box diagram models fuse box
diagram and detailed description of fuse locations. Ford f fuse box diagram. Electrical
components such as your map light radio heated seats high beams power windows all have
fuses and if they suddenly stop working chances are you have a fuse that has blown out.
Instrument cluster and a tone to indicate the. Inspect the removed fuse. Dont tell me it cant be
done or you shouldnt. I want to know which pins on the 97 ecu will match up with the 95 probe
gt ecu. Skip to main content. Your one stop shop for 93 97 ford probe and 75 95 toyota pickup
hilux celica 4runner parts. The air bag system uses a readiness light on the. Ford probe mk2
fuse box diagram. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in the interior fuse box of
your ford probe in addition to the fuse panel diagram location. Passenger compartment fuse
box ford f fuse box diagram. Probe fuse box. Yes i know its obd2 to obd1. I want to make a
conversion harness at the ecu. Ford probe fuse box diagram. Fuse box diagrams location and
assignment of the electrical fuses and relays ford. Pull the retra 20a fuse straight out. Setting
Idle. Ford Probe Parts Partsgeek Com. Probe Fuse Box Wiring Diagram. Repair Guides. Reading
Engine Error Codes. Wrg 97 Ford Probe Fuse Box. If it is blown replace. Later in this owner
guide. Share this post. Newer Post Older Post Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1.
Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. Quick
Links. See also: Owner's Manual. Table of Contents. Ford motor company ford contour owner's
guide 16 pages. Ford motor company ford e owner's guide pages. Ford motor company ford
expedition owner's guide pages. Ford motor company ford f owner's guide pages. Ford motor
company ford ranger owner's guide pages. Ford motor company ford f owner's guide 14 pages.
Ford motor company ford contour owner's guide pages. It is dedication to learning what you
want, determination to develop the right concept, and execution of that concept with care,
precision, and attention to detail. Page 5 This guide describes equipment and gives
specifications for equipment that was in effect when this guide was approved for printing. Ford
may discontinue models or change specifications or design without any notice and without
incurring obligation. Page 6 If you lose your Warranty Information Booklet, you can get a new
one free of charge. Contact any Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer, or refer to the addresses and
phone numbers on the first page of this owner guide. This optional contract provides service
protection for a longer period of time than the basic warranty that comes with your vehicle. Use

only the type of engine oil that Ford recommends. See Engine oil recommendations in the
Index. Page 9: Cleaning The Outside Of Your Vehicle Ford, however, believes that continual
improvement in customer satisfaction is a high priority. For this reason, Ford has authorized its
dealers to repair, at no charge to the owner, Do not use steel wool, abrasive cleaners, fuel or
strong detergents. Clean with a tar and road oil remover if necessary. Page Instrumentation
Instrumentation The instrument panel dashboard on your vehicle is divided into several
different sections. The illustrations on the following pages show the major parts of the
instrument panel that are described in this chapter. Some items shown may not be on all
vehicles. In your vehicle, the warning lights and gauges are grouped together on the instrument
panel. Page 14 The instrument cluster on the Probe GT model is similar to the one shown. GT
model speedometer and tachometer The following warning lights and gauges are on the cluster.
If you do not fasten your safety belt before the ignition is turned to ON, the chime will sound for
4 to 8 seconds and the warning light will illuminate for 1 to 2 minutes, or until the safety belt is
fastened. Brake System Warning Light Your vehicle has a divided brake system. Page 17 This
light will also illuminate if the parking brake does not release fully. If it does stay on after the
parking brake is fully released, it means there may be a brake problem. Pull off the road and
stop carefully. You may notice that the pedal is harder to push, the pedal may go closer to the
floor, or it may take longer to stop the vehicle. Page 18 NOTE: If a fault occurs in the anti-lock
system, and the brake warning light is not lit, the anti-lock system is disabled but normal brake
function remains operational. Page 19 High Beam Light This light illuminates when the
headlamps are turned to high beam or when you flash the lights. High beam light Check Engine
Warning Light This light illuminates when the electronic engine control system is not working
properly. This is the computer that controls the operating conditions of the engine. Page 20 If
the light flashes briefly while you are driving, it means that the condition is no longer present.
Page 21 The fuel gauge indicator may vary slightly while the vehicle is in motion. This is the
result of fuel movement within the tank. You can get a more accurate reading with the vehicle
on smooth, level ground. Page 22 Engine Coolant Temperature Gauge This gauge indicates the
temperature of the engine coolant, not the coolant level. If the coolant is not at its proper level
or mixture, the gauge indication will not be accurate. Page 23 5. Add as much coolant as your
engine needs. If the engine continues to overheat, have the cooling system serviced.
Speedometer The speedometer tells you how many miles kilometers per hour your vehicle is
moving. Odometer The odometer tells you the total number of miles kilometers your vehicle has
been driven. Page 26 How to tune radio stations There are four ways for you to tune in a
particular station. Auto Memory Load sets all memory buttons in AM, FM1 and FM2 sequentially
by seeking out the first five strong stations for the respective band and storing them in memory
buttons Page 30 Adjusting speaker fader Fade control allows you to adjust the sound
distribution between the front and rear speakers. The player operates when the power is on and
a disc is inserted label side up. Page 32 How to insert a disc and begin play Insert one disc,
label side up into the disc opening. When inserted, the disc automatically loads into the unit and
play starts at the beginning of the first track selection. When the disc reaches the end, the disc
player automatically returns to the beginning of the disc and resumes playing. Never touch the
playing surface. Page 35 Do not expose the disc to direct sunlight or heat sources such as
defroster and floor heating ducts. Do not leave any discs in a parked car in direct sunlight
where there may be a considerable rise in temperature or damage may result. Page 36 CD
format. Because of this, a new disc that is free of dust and scratches could be defective and
may not play on your Ford Compact Disc Player. If play does not begin after the CD button is
pushed: The radio is not on. Press it again to turn it off. Page 40 How to tune radio stations
Stereo Cassette Radio There are four ways for you to tune in to a particular station. Press the
left b side of the button to select the next listenable station down the frequency band. Page 43
Adjusting speaker fader Fade control allows you to adjust the sound distribution between the
front and rear speakers. Then, push the left h button to rewind to the beginning of the current
selection or press the right g button to fast forward to the beginning of the next selection. Page
45 In order to keep your cassette tape player performing the way it was meant to, read and
follow these simple precautions: Using a Ford or equivalent cassette cleaning cartridge to clean
the tape player head after hours of play will help maintain the best playback sound and proper
tape operation. In the clock mode, pressing any radio function will automatically display the
radio frequency for approximately ten seconds before changing back to the clock mode. Page
47 2. Terrain The terrain hilly, mountainous, tall buildings of the area over which the signal
travels may prevent the FM signal from being noise-free. Page 48 displayed frequency does not
change. While passing the tower, the station may switch back and forth a few times before
returning to the original station. When several broadcast towers are present common in
metropolitan areas , several stations may overload the receiver, resulting in considerable

station changing, mixing and distortion. Page 49 Ask your dealer for a copy of this limited
warranty. Service At Ford, we stand behind our audio systems with a comprehensive service
and repair program. If anything should go wrong with your Ford audio system, return to your
dealer for service. Page Controls And Features Controls and Features Your vehicle has a variety
of features designed for your comfort, convenience and safety. Read this chapter to find out
about standard and optional features. The main controls for the climate control system, clock,
and radio are on the instrument panel. Page 52 NOTE: Any cleaner or polish that increases the
gloss shine of the upper part of the instrument panel should be avoided. The dull finish in this
area is to help protect the driver from undesirable windshield reflection. Ventilate your vehicle
with outside air by choosing the VENT position. Temperature control The air temperature can be
adjusted by moving the marker on the temperature control to the red area for warm air, or to the
blue area for unheated air. Page 54 Defrosting the Windshield and Side Windows 1. Turn the
function selector control to the defrost position. When V is selected, air is directed to the
windshield and side windows. Turn the temperature control to the desired temperature. Set the
fan at the desired speed. Heating and Defrosting at the Same Time 1. Page 55 Tips for
controlling the temperature in your vehicle To vary the temperature inside your vehicle, move
the temperature selector toward the red area for warmer air and toward the blue area for cooler
air. If you drive with the fan off and the windows closed, the windows may fog up. Page 56 Air
Conditioning System If equipped Operate the air conditioning by using the climate controls on
the center of the instrument panel. Air conditioning controls Sometimes you may notice slight
engine surging if you have the air conditioner on. This is normal, as the system is designed to
cycle the compressor on and off to maintain desired cooling. Page 57 If the inside of your
vehicle is very warm, drive for a few minutes with the windows down. This forces most of the
hot, stale air out of the vehicle and helps the air conditioning cool the vehicle faster. Page 58
You will get better fuel economy without using the air conditioning. Engine Idle Speed Control
System Genuine Ford air conditioning either factory-installed or dealer-installed has an engine
idle speed control system that compensates for engine speed loss that may occur when the air
conditioning compressor is running. Page 59 Rear Window Defroster If equipped Rear window
defroster button The defroster for the rear window clears frost, fog, or thin ice from both the
inside and outside of the rear window. The rear window defroster button is located on the lower
right of the instrument panel below the climate control panel. Page 60 Rear Window Wiper and
Washer The rear window wiper and washer buttons are located on the instrument panel below
the climate control panel. To operate the rear wiper, push the rear window wiper button. Push
the button a second time to turn the wiper off. Page Interior Lights Interior Lights Lighting Up
the Interior and Instrument Panel With the parking lamps or headlamps on, the brightness of the
instrument panel lighting can be adjusted. To brighten or dim the instrument panel lighting,
rotate the dimmer control thumbwheel as desired. Dimmer control thumbwheel The dimmer
control thumbwheel is located to the left of the steering wheel on the instrument There are two
map lamps, one for the driver and one for the passenger. To turn on the map lamp, push the
button that is next to the lamp. Clock Controls on Electronic Radios The electronic radios have
a built-in clock. For complete operating instructions, refer to the Electronic Sound Systems
chapter in this Owner Guide. It also locks the gearshift lever in P Park automatic transaxle.
LOCK is the only position that allows you to remove the key. The LOCK feature helps to protect
your vehicle from theft. Release the key once the engine starts so that you do not damage the
starter. The key should return to ON when you release it. The Turn Signal Lever You can use the
turn signal lever on the left side of the steering column to The daytime running lights are
switched off under the following conditions: when the headlamps are switched on when the
parking brake is applied Page 67 Open the main fuse panel. Refer to the underhood fuse panel
in Servicing Your Probe later in this owner guide. Inspect the removed fuse. If it is blown,
replace it with a new one of the same rating. Page 68 Manual headlamp retractors located
behind the headlamps High Beams and Flashing the Lamps To turn on the high beams, turn the
headlamp control knob to the headlamp ON position and push the turn signal lever away from
you until it latches. When the high beams are ON, the high beam indicator light on the
instrument panel comes on. Page 69 Flashing the Lights To flash the headlamps, pull the lever
toward you for a moment and then release it. The headlamps will flash whether the headlamp
knob is in the on or off position. Highbeam and flash-to-pass operation If the headlamps are
retracted when you pull the lever toward you, they will pop up and flash. Page 70 Turn Signals
Move the lever up to signal a right turn. Move it down to signal a left turn. The corresponding
indicator light in the instrument cluster will flash. If the turn signal stays on after you turn, move
the lever back to the center OFF position. For lane changes, move the lever far enough to signal
but not to latch. The windshield wipers have two speeds. To operate the wipers, pull down the
lever on the right side of your steering column. Page 72 Interval Wipers If equipped In addition

to two speed wipers, your vehicle may have wipers that you can set to operate at varying
intervals. For example, you can set the interval so they wipe less often when it drizzles and
more often in heavier rain. Variable interval wiper control To set the interval wipers, pull the
lever down to the first position. Page 73 If the washer does not work, check the washer fluid
level visually and fill if needed. See Servicing Your Probe later in this owner guide. Tip the
steering wheel to the desired position. Release the lever to lock the steering wheel in place.
Once speed control is switched off, the previously programmed set speed will be erased. Page
76 Speed control cannot reduce the vehicle speed if it increases above the set speed on a
downhill. Disengaging the speed control will not erase the previously programmed set speed.
Page 78 Sliding moon roof control switch Press the switch until the moon roof is opened to the
desired position. When you release the switch, the moon roof will stop sliding open. To close
the moon roof, press the other side of the switch and hold it until the roof is closed to the
desired position. Page 79 Doors The inside of the door If you close the door with the lock button
depressed, the door will remain locked. Power Door Locks If equipped If your vehicle has power
door locks, the controls to lock the doors are below the inside door handles on each door. To
use your power windows, your ignition switch must be placed in the ON position. The mirror
heads can be folded rearward to prevent damage when using an automatic car wash. To adjust
the side mirrors: 1. Page Storage Compartments Console A fully-equipped console on your
vehicle will include the following items: ashtray and lighter parking brake lever cupholder or
storage compartment with cupholder Storage Compartments Your vehicle may have several
small storage compartments: a glove compartment that locks and unlocks using the ignition
key two map pockets on the door panels if equipped Page 84 Center Console Storage If
equipped To open the center console storage bin, push the button and slide the lid back. When
it is back as far as it will go, push the button and lift the lid. Cupholders The cupholders are
located inside the center console storage bin. Put the key into the lock located on the right side,
in the tail lamp just above the bumper. Turn the key to the right to unlock. Remote control for
the hatchback Using the Luggage Compartment Cover This cover lets you conceal cargo in the
luggage compartment. Page 87 To remove the luggage compartment cover: 1. Raise the
hatchback to the fully open position. Standing outside the vehicle, unfasten the lift cords from
the hatchback lid. Disconnect the two front package tray lift cords from the lower trunk side
trim. To install the luggage compartment cover: 1. From outside the vehicle, position the cover
in its sockets. You can lock all your vehicle doors by pressing the LOCK button. Page 90
Replacement batteries can be purchased at most pharmacies, watch stores or at your Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer. NOTE: The operating range of the remote entry system can also be
affected by Page 91 The transmitter can be snapped apart to replace the batteries by twisting a
thin coin between the two halves of the transmitter. Carefully remove the old batteries. Page 94
To move the seat forward or backward: Manual seat controls for front seats Page 95 To recline
the seatback Page 99 Your seat cushion power adjust lever is operated by a motor. To avoid
damage to the motor, you should avoid operating this feature for an extended period of time.
You should also avoid using the six-way power adjust lever continuously with the engine
stopped. This could run down the battery. Page To lower the rear seatback: To raise the
seatback, lift the seatback rearward until it latches. Make sure the seatback is locked in position
by pushing it forward and backward. Keep floor area free of objects that would prevent proper
seat engagement. Emission controls cause high exhaust temperatures under the floor. NOTE:
When returning the folding seats to the upright position, remember to return rear shoulder belts
to their proper Page 3 Never use a single belt for more than one person. Safety belt assemblies
The passenger cannot protect the child from injury in a collision. Unfastening the combination
lap and shoulder belt â€” front and rear seating positions While the belt retracts, guide the
tongue to its original position to prevent it from striking you or the vehicle. Dual locking mode
retractors operate in two ways: Vehicle sensitive emergency locking mode In this operating
mode, the shoulder belt retractor will allow the occupant freedom of movement, locking tight
only on hard braking, Page This mode must be used when installing a child seat. To switch the
retractor from the emergency locking mode to the automatic locking mode, perform the
following steps: 1. Pull on the belt until all of the stored belt is out of the retractor and a click is
heard. Page Safety Belt Maintenance if equipped , child safety seat tether bracket assemblies if
equipped , and attaching hardware, should be inspected after any collision. Ford recommends
that all safety belt assemblies used in vehicles involved in a collision be replaced. However, if
the collision See your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer. Page Children and Air Bags NOTE: For
additional important safety information on the proper use of seat belts, child seats, and infant
seats, please read the entire Safety Restraints chapter in this owner guide. Page If the vehicle is
in a moderate or severe frontal collision, the system is activated and the air bags inflate rapidly.
After the air bag inflates, it will quickly deflate. After the air bag deployment, you may notice a

smoke-like, powdery residue or smell the burnt propellant. Do not try to touch them after
inflation. The system is designed to function on a one-time-only basis. Page Inflated driver-side
air bag Inflated passenger-side air bag Page If any of these things happen, even intermittently,
have the Air Bag Supplemental Restraint System serviced at your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury
dealer immediately. Unless serviced, the system may not function properly in the event of a
collision. If small children ride in your vehicle â€” this generally includes children who are four
years old or younger and who weigh 40 pounds 18 kg or less â€” Page When possible, put
children in the rear seat of your vehicle. Accident statistics suggest that children are safer when
properly restrained in the rear seating positions than in the front seating positions. RWARNING
Failure to follow all instructions on the proper use of child seats or the vehicle restraint systems
can result in serious injury or death in the event of a sudden Ford recommends the use of a
child safety seat having a top tether strap. Install the child safety seat in a seating position
which is capable of providing a tether anchorage. An unsecured safety seat could also injure
other passengers. Page If you choose to install a child safety seat in the front seat, move the
seat as far back as possible. Position the child seat or infant carrier on the passenger seat of
the vehicle. Pull down on the shoulder belt, then grasp the shoulder belt and lap belt together.
Page 3. Be sure the belt webbing is not twisted. Routing safety belt through child seat or infant
carrier Page Buckling the belt Page 4. Grasp the shoulder portion of the belt and pull downward
until all of the belt is extracted and a click is heard. At this time, the retractor is in the automatic
locking mode child seat restraint mode. Setting the retractor to automatic locking mode Page 5.
Allow the belt to retract. Pull up on the shoulder webbing. A clicking sound will be heard as the
belt retracts. This indicates that the retractor is in the automatic locking mode. Push down on
the child seat while you pull up on the belt webbbing to remove any slack in the belt. Page 6.
Before placing the child in the child seat or infant carrier, forcibly tilt the seat from side to side,
and tug it forward to make sure that the seat is securely held in place. Checking that the seat is
secure Page 7. Double check that the retractor is in the automatic locking mode. Try to pull
more belt out of the retractor. If you cannot, the belt is in the automatic locking mode. Checking
the retractor 8. Check to make sure that the child seat or infant carrier is properly secured prior
to each use. If you do not install and use the safety seat properly, the child may be injured in a
sudden stop or collision. Attaching Safety Seats With Tether Straps Some manufacturers make
safety seats that include a tether strap that goes over the back of Install the hardware for
anchoring the tether following the instructions in the tether anchorage hardware kit. Re-install
luggage compartment cover. Installing the anchor bracket Page Starting Starting Fuel-Injected
Engines When starting a fuel-injected engine, the most important thing to remember is to avoid
pressing down on the accelerator before or during starting. Only use the accelerator when you
have problems getting your vehicle started. See Starting Your Engine in this chapter for details
about when to use the accelerator while you start your vehicle. If you have an automatic
transaxle, make sure that the gearshift is in P Park and the parking brake is set before you turn
the key. If you have a manual transaxle, make sure that the parking brake is fully set, push the
clutch pedal to the floor, and put the gearshift into Neutral before you turn the key. Page If the
engine does not start after two attempts: 1. Turn the ignition key to the OFF position. Press the
accelerator all the way to the floor and hold it. Page To turn the heater on, simply plug it into a
grounded volt outlet. Ford recommends that you use a volt circuit that is protected by a ground
fault circuit interrupter. The shut-off switch is a device intended to stop the fuel pump when
your vehicle has been involved in a substantial jolt. Page Have the exhaust and body ventilation
systems checked whenever: your vehicle is raised for service the sound of the exhaust system
changes your vehicle has been damaged in a collision Improve your ventilation by keeping all
air inlet vents clear of snow, leaves, and other debris. If the engine is idling while you are
stopped in an open area for long periods of time, open the windows at least one inch 2. Page
Removing the Key From the Ignition 1. Put the gearshift selector lever in P Park automatic
transaxle or 1 First manual transaxle. Set the parking brake fully. Page Driving Driving Brakes
Applying the Brakes Your vehicle may have four-wheel power anti-lock disc brakes which adjust
automatically through everyday use. Some models have power front disc brakes and rear drum
brakes which automatically adjust as the brake pads and linings wear down. If your vehicle
does not have anti-lock brakes, apply the brake pedal gradually. In normal operation,
automotive brake systems may emit occasional or intermittent squeal or groan noises when the
brakes are applied. Such noises are usually heard during the first few brake applications in the
morning; Page If the vehicle has continuous vibration or shudder while braking, mainly in the
steering wheel, the vehicle most likely needs service. Ford Motor Company has not found any
detrimental effects of popular mobile radio transmitting equipment installed on vehicles Page
ON position, or during a sudden stop, have your mobile radio dealer inspect the radio
installation. Proper radio installation procedures to be followed are published by the radio

manufacturer. Parking Brake The parking brake should be used whenever you park your
vehicle. Always check the Brake Warning Light each time you start your engine. Page Driving
With An Automatic Overdrive Transaxle steering system breaks down or if the engine is turned
off , you can steer the vehicle manually but it takes more effort. Never hold the steering wheel to
the extreme right or left for more than five seconds if the engine is running. Page Automatic
shift lever Your automatic transaxle vehicle has a console-mounted shift selector lever. You
must step on the brake pedal, start the engine, and then push in the thumb button to move the
shift selector lever to the position you choose. If you do not hold the brake pedal down, your
vehicle may move unexpectedly and injure someone. Shift-lock System If equipped For your
safety, the automatic transaxle has a shift-lock system, which prevents shifting the transaxle
out of the P Park position without depressing the brake pedal when the ignition If the brake
pedal is repeatedly depressed and released when the ignition is in the ON position and the
selector lever is in the P Park position, a chattering near the gearshift lever may be heard. Keep
the brake pedal depressed while moving your gearshift lever. To make the system more
effective, the ignition key cannot be removed unless the gearshift selector lever is in the P Park
position. Page Once the gearshift is secure in the desired position, release the brake pedal and
use the accelerator as necessary. Driving When to use Overdrive D with Overdrive activated
Overdrive is the usual driving position for an automatic overdrive transaxle. It works the same
way Drive Overdrive OFF works, automatically upshifting or downshifting as the vehicle speeds
or slows. Page When to use 2 Second Use Second 2 to help drive up moderately steep hills or
when starting on slick surfaces. It prevents the transaxle from frequently shifting up and down.
It also gives more engine braking than Overdrive or Drive when going down hills. Page Parking
Always come to a complete stop before you shift into P Park. Make sure that the shift selector
lever is securely latched in P Park. This locks the transaxle and prevents the front wheels from
rotating. Then, hold your right foot on the brake pedal, push the clutch pedal to the floor with
your left foot, and move the shift selector lever into 1 First or R Reverse. Page Shifting the
Gears The gearshift for a manual transaxle is mounted on the floor. The gearshift can be in one
of seven possible positions, as shown. Shift pattern Always push the clutch pedal all the way in
when you shift. You should upshift according to the speeds given in the chart later in this
chapter. Page Backing up To shift into R Reverse : 1. Bring your vehicle to a complete stop.
Push the clutch pedal in all the way to the floor and hold it. If you do not hold the clutch pedal in
all the way, you may hear a grinding noise when you shift. Page Upshifting For normal
acceleration, you should upshift at the following speeds: For cruising, you should upshift at the
following speeds. Downshifting When you slow down or climb a steep hill, always downshift
before the engine starts to lose power. Downshifting reduces the chance of stalling and gives
your vehicle better acceleration to increase speed again. Page Parking To park your vehicle,
shift into 1 First , set the parking brake fully, and turn off the ignition. Use 1 First gear and set
the parking brake fully. Page After determining this load, you must also make sure that the total
weight of your vehicle, plus the load it carries, is less than its GVWR. Also, make sure that the
weight your vehicle carries over each axle is less than the GAWR for the respective axle. Page
Towing a manual transaxle MTX equipped vehicle behind another vehicle, such as a
Recreational Vehicle RV , is allowed only if it is towed forward. The parking brake must be
released, the gearshift must be in Neutral, the ignition key must be in the ACC position, the
battery must be disconnected to eliminate battery drain, and the steering wheel unlocked. Page
Roadside Emergencies Roadside Emergencies Hazard Flasher To alert other drivers to
hazardous situations, press the hazard flasher switch on the top of the steering column. All the
turn signals will flash on and off at the same time. The flashers will also operate while the brake
pedal is applied. To turn the flashers off, press the switch again. Have all the passengers get out
of the vehicle and call the local fire department or a towing service. Page If your engine cranks
but does not start after a collision or substantial jolt: 1. Turn the key in the ignition to the LOCK
position. Check under the vehicle for leaking fuel. If you do not see or smell fuel, push the red
reset button on the fuel pump shut-off switch down. Page Fuse panel under instrument panel
Inside of the instrument fuse panel cover Page Fuse panel located under hood Page Fuses Fuse
panel cover located under the hood Page To remove and replace a fuse, use the fuse puller
provided. Fuse puller tool and fuse Relays Using a fuse with a higher amperage rating can
cause severe wire damage and could start a fire. Even after you replace a fuse, it may continue
to blow if you do not find what caused the overload. This spare tire is smaller than a regular tire
and is designed for emergency use only. Use it only when you get a flat tire and replace it as
soon as you can. Page try to repair the temporary spare tire or remove it from its wheel.
Because the temporary spare tire is smaller than a conventional tire, it reduces the ground
clearance. Page Preparing to Change the Tire 1. Make sure that your vehicle will not move or
roll. If you have an automatic transaxle, put the gearshift in P Park. If you have a manual

transaxle, put the gearshift in 1 First. Set the parking brake and block the wheel that is
diagonally opposite the tire that you are changing. Page 2. Get out the spare tire and jack.
Remove any wheelcovers or hubcaps with the tapered end of a wheel nut wrench. Insert the
handle of the wrench and twist it against the inner wheelcover flange. Remove any chrome nuts
or plastic caps covering the wheel lug nuts. Page Jack mounting position Remove the lug nuts
by using the lug wrench. Never loosen the hub nuts. See the following illustration if you are not
sure where to find the lug nuts. Lug nut positions 3. Replace the flat tire with the spare tire.
During wheel removal and replacement, make certain that you use the same lug nuts to reinstall
the wheel or replace them with nuts of the same metric size and threading. Make sure that you
can breathe fresh air. Lift the battery with a carrier or with your hands on the opposite corners.
Page Preparing Your Vehicle 1. Your vehicle has a volt starting system, so you need to use a
volt jumper system. You will damage your starting motor, ignition system, and other electrical
parts if you connect them to a volt power supply either two volt batteries in series or a volt
generator set. Connect the other end of the second cable to a good metallic surface on the
engine or frame of the disabled vehicle. Page Jump-Starting 1. Make sure that the jumper cables
are not in the way of moving engine parts, then start the booster vehicle. Run the engine at a
moderate speed. Let the discharged battery charge for a few minutes and then start the disabled
vehicle. It may take a couple of tries before the vehicle starts. Page Maintenance And Care
When calling for a tow truck, tell the operator what kind of vehicle you have. A towing manual is
available from Ford Motor Company for all authorized tow truck operators. Have your tow truck
driver refer to this manual for the proper hook-up and towing procedures for your vehicle. Page
Towing With the Back Wheels Off the Ground For automatic and manual transaxle vehicles, if it
is necessary to tow your vehicle from the rear with the rear wheels off the ground , a dolly must
be placed under the front tires to prevent transaxle damage. Always use a steering wheel
clamping device designed for towing service. Refer to Towing behind another vehicle
â€”recreational vehicle in the Index for information on towing behind an RV. When we can, we
design parts that do not need to be serviced. We want to make servicing your vehicle as easy as
possible. To help you Page Use only recommended fuels, lubricants, fluids, and service parts
that meet Ford Motor Company specifications. Motorcraft parts are designed and built to
provide the best performance in your vehicle. Using these parts for replacement is your
assurance that Ford-built quality stays in your vehicle. Page Do not work on a vehicle in an
enclosed space with the engine running, unless you are sure you have enough ventilation.
Never get under a vehicle while it is supported only by a jack. If you must work under a vehicle,
use safety stands. Keep all lit cigarettes and other smoking materials away from the battery and
all fuel-related parts. Page Opening the Hood 1. Inside the vehicle, pull the hood release handle
located under the bottom left corner of the instrument panel. Go to the front of the vehicle and
release the auxiliary latch that is located under the hood at the center of the vehicle. Page
NOTE: Apply lubricant to the hood latch at six-month intervals to maintain smooth and
trouble-free operation. Engine Types Your vehicle has one of these types of engines: a 2. Page
Checking and Adding Engine Oil Since the proper amount of engine oil is important for safe
engine operation, check the oil using the dipstick each time you put fuel in your vehicle.
Remember the engine must be off, the oil must be warm and the vehicle must be parked on level
ground. Carefully, pull the dipstick out again. If the oil level is below the L line, add engine oil as
necessary. If the oil level is beyond the letter F, engine damage or high oil consumption may
occur and some oil must be removed from the engine. Page Brake Fluid Motorcraft oil filters are
designed for added engine protection and long life. If a replacement oil filter is used that does
not meet Ford material and design specifications, startup engine noises or knock may be
experienced. It is recommended you use the appropriate Page Brake fluid level If the fluid is
low, carefully clean and remove the cap from the reservoir. This may cause the brakes to fail.
Windshield Washer Fluid Washer Fluid Check the level of the windshield washer fluid every time
you stop for fuel. The reservoir for the windshield washer fluid is located in the engine
compartment. Use specially formulated windshield washer fluid rather than plain water, because
specially formulated washer fluids contain additives that dissolve road grime. Page Check the
coolant level in the coolant recovery reservoir the next few times you drive the vehicle. Ford
Premium Engine Coolant is an optimized formula that will protect all metals and rubber
elastomers used in Ford cooling systems for 4 years or 50, miles 80, km. Do not use alcohol or
methanol antifreeze or any engine coolants mixed with alcohol or methanol antifreeze. Page
Power Steering Fluid Have your dealer check the engine cooling system for leaks if you have to
add more than a quart liter of engine coolant each month. While the engine idles, turn the
steering wheel back and forth several times. Make sure that the cap assembly is installed at this
time. Turn the engine off and check the level on the power steering reservoir. Where to check
for power steering fluid 4. Page Automatic Transaxle Fluid Automatic Transaxle Fluid Under

normal circumstances, you do not need to check the fluid level of the transaxle, since your
vehicle does not use up transaxle fluid. Refer to the Maintenance Schedule booklet for
replacement intervals. However, if the transaxle is not working properly â€” Page Manual
Transaxle Fluid The lubricant level and quality should not deteriorate under normal use.
However, you should periodically have your Ford Dealer check the fluid level during regular oil
changes. NOTE: Always dispose of used automotive fluids in a responsible manner. Page If you
see any corrosion on the battery cables or terminals, remove the cables from the terminal and
clean them both with a wire brush. You can neutralize the acid with a solution of baking soda
and water. Reinstall the cables when you are done cleaning them, and apply a small quantity of
grease to the top of each battery terminal to help prevent corrosion. Page Help Us Protect Our
Environment Ford Motor Company strongly recommends that used lead-acid batteries be
returned to an authorized recycling facility for disposal. Battery recycling symbol If someone
swallows the acid, have him or her drink lots of milk or water first, then Milk of Magnesia, a
beaten egg, or vegetable oil. Page Wiper blade replacement If the wipers still do not work
properly after you clean them, you may need to replace the wiper blade assembly. When
replacing the wiper blade assembly always use a Motorcraft part or equivalent. To replace the
wiper blades: 1. Page Replacing the wiper blades Tires Look at your tires each time you fill your
fuel tank. If one tire looks lower than the others, check the pressure in all of them. Always follow
these precautions: Use an accurate tire pressure gauge. Check the tire pressure when tires are
cold, after the vehicle has been parked for at least one hour or has been driven less than 3 miles
Page Safety Compliance Certification Label. If you do not take these precautions, your tires may
fail or go flat. Ford Motor Company recommends obeying posted speed limits. Page Tire
Inspection and Maintenance Inspect the tire treads, and remove stones, nails, glass or other
objects that may be wedged in the tread grooves. Check for holes or cuts that may permit air to
leak from the tire, and make the necessary repairs. Page Replacing the Tires We recommend
that you use the same size and type when making tire replacements. Department of
Transportation â€” Tire quality grades: The U. Department of Transportation requires Ford to
give you the following information about tire grades exactly as the government has written it.
Page depends upon the actual conditions of their use, however, and may depart significantly
from the norm due to variations in driving habits, service practices and differences in road
characteristics and climate. Excessive speed, underinflation, or excessive loading, either
separately or in combination, can cause heat buildup and possible tire failure. Snow tires
During the winter months in some climates, you may need to use snow tires and occasionally
chains for your tires. Page Filling The Fuel Tank Put the chains on the front tires tightly with the
ends held down securely. Page Manual fuel filler-lid override behind left rear trim panel in hatch
To fill the fuel tank: 1. If the fuel cap is venting vapor or if you hear a hissing sound, wait until it
stops before completely removing the cap. The fuel may dull or soften the paint if you do not
wash it off. Replace the fuel cap completely when you are finished. Page refuel, your vehicle can
be operated on non-California fuels. However, even though your engine will perform adequately
on other gasolines, the performance of the emission control devices and systems may be
adversely affected. Repair of damage caused by using a fuel that your vehicle was not designed
for may not be covered by your warranty. Page Avoid breathing vapors while refueling. If fuel is
splashed on the skin, wash with soap and water. If fuel is splashed in the eyes, remove contact
lenses if worn , flush with water for 15 minutes, and seek medical attention. Gasoline and
gasoline blends may contain small amounts of carcinogens, such as benzene. Page To
calculate fuel economy: 1. Fill the tank completely and record the initial odometer reading.
Every time you buy fuel record the amount in gallons or liters purchased. After at least three to
five tankfuls, fill the fuel tank and record the final odometer reading. Air Conditioning
Refrigerant Whenever service to the air conditioning system is required, make sure the service
facility uses a refrigerant recycling system. Page In general, maintenance, replacement, or
service of the emission control devices or systems in your new Ford Motor Company vehicle or
engine may be performed at your expense by any automotive repair establishment or individual
using automotive parts equivalent to those with which your vehicle or engine was originally
equipped. Page By law, anyone who manufactures, repairs, services, sells, leases, trades
vehicles, or supervises a fleet of vehicles is not permitted to intentionally remove an emission
control device or prevent it from working. In some of the United States and in Canada, vehicle
owners may be liable if their emission control device is removed or is prevented from working.
Page The driving modes required to reach the ready condition consist of a minimum of 30
minutes of city and highway driving as described below. Page Headlamp Bulb Your vehicle has
retractable halogen headlamps. If you need to replace a headlamp, have it done by a Ford
service technician. High-Mount Brakelamp Bulb To replace the bulb: 1. Remove the two side
trim liftgate panels. Remove the attaching screw and the rear lens cover. Removing the

attaching screw and lens Partially remove the rear lens by pulling the lock tabs out of the slots.
Pulling out the lock tabs 3. Turn the socket counterclockwise to remove it from the lens.
Remove the bulb from the socket by pushing it in and turning it counterclockwise. Page The
rear lamps 5. Install the bulb by pushing it into the socket and turning it clockwise. Install the
socket by pushing it into its housing and turning it clockwise. The arrow on the socket must
align with the arrow on the housing when installed. DO NOT: Wash your vehicle with hot water
Wash your vehicle while it sits in direct sunlight Wash your vehicle while the body is hot Pollen,
bird droppings and tree sap can damage the paint, especially in hot weather. Page Ford,
however, believes that continual improvement in customer satisfaction is a high priority. For
this reason, Ford has authorized its dealers to repair, at no charge to the owner, the surfaces of
new vehicles damaged by Page Cleaning the Exterior Lamps Do not use dry paper towel,
chemical solvents or abrasive cleaners to clean the lamps, as these may cause scratches or
crack the lamps. Cleaning the Engine A clean engine is more efficient because the engine is
able to cool properly. A build up of grease and dirt acts as an insulator, keeping the engine
warmer than normal. Page Rinse them with clear water. Never use paper towels or abrasive
cleaners; they can scratch the lenses. Cleaning the Seats Page Vehicle Storage Cleaning the
Safety Belts Clean the safety belts with any mild soap solution that is recommended for
cleaning upholstery or carpets. Do not bleach or dye the belt webbing because this may weaken
it. Vehicle Storage Maintenance Tips If you plan on storing your vehicle for an extended period
of time 60 days or more , refer to the following maintenance recommendations to ensure your
vehicle stays in good operating Page Ford Gas Stabilizer should be added whenever actual or
expected storage periods exceed 60 days. Follow the instructions on the label. The vehicle
should then be operated at idle speed to circulate the additive throughout the fuel system. Page
Cooling system Protect against freezing temperatures. Battery Check and recharge as
necessary. Keep connections clean and covered with a light coat of grease. Brakes Make sure
brakes and parking brake are fully released. Tires Maintain recommended air pressure.
Miscellaneous Make sure all linkages, cables, levers and clevis pins under vehicle are covered
with grease to prevent rust. Page Refill Capacities Approximate Page However, when refilling or
adding is required, it should be with the proper lubricant or fluid meeting Ford technical
specifications. See the Maintenance Schedule booklet for instructions on maintaining proper
fluid levels. If NHTSA receives similar complaints, it may open an investigation, and if it finds
that a safety defect exists in a group of vehicles, it may order a recall and remedy campaign.
Page Customer Assistance Customer Assistance Roadside Assistance Ford Motor Company
has set up a hour, seven-day-a-week hotline with trained operators who put you in touch with
the help you need if you experience a problem with your vehicle. This complimentary service is
provided to you throughout your warranty period of 3 years or 36, miles 60, km , whichever
comes first. This chapter tells you how to get service or maintenance for your vehicle. Page If
you are away from home when your vehicle needs to be serviced, or if you need more help than
the dealer gave you, contact the Ford Customer Assistance Center to find an authorized
dealership that may be able to help. The Board reviews all warranty performance complaints on
Ford, Mercury and Lincoln cars and Ford and Mercury light trucks under the new vehicle limited
warranty that have not been resolved by either a dealer or Ford Motor Company, except those
involving How Does the Board Work? Dealers are chosen because of To review your case
properly, the Board needs The decisions of the Board are binding on the dealer and Ford, but
not on consumers who may elect to pursue other remedies available to them under state and
federal law. Decisions of the Page Use of leaded fuel in your vehicle without a proper
conversion may damage the effectiveness of your emissions control system and may cause
engine knocking or serious engine damage. Ford Motor Company is not responsible for any
damage that is caused by use of improper fuel. Page If your vehicle must be serviced while you
are traveling or living in Central or South America, the Caribbean, or the Middle East, contact
the nearest Ford dealership. If the dealership cannot help you, write to: If you are in other
foreign countries, contact the nearest Ford dealership. Page Accessories Accessories Ford
Accessories for Your Vehicle Ford has many fine products available from your dealer to clean
your vehicle and protect its finishes. For best results, use the following, or products of
equivalent quality: A wide selection of accessories is available through your local authorized
dealer. NOTE: Because we have no control over the installation, design, or manufacture of such
systems, Ford cannot assume responsibility for any adverse effects or damage that may result
if you use this equipment. Air bag supplemental restraint system and child safety seats. Page
Backing up Basic vehicle warranty Battery acid, treating emergencies.. Page Bulbs, replacing
halogen Canada, customer assistance.. Canada, warranty information. Page Cooling fan
Crankcase emission filter.. Customer Assistance Center, Ford U. Customer Assistance Centre,
Ford of Canada Page Daytime running light system.. Dipstick automatic transaxle fluid.. Page

Engine check engine warning light.. Page Foglamps Ford Motor Company of Canada.. Ford of
Canada Customer Assistance Centre. Page Fuel pump shut-off switch engine does not start..
Gas cap see Fuel cap.. Gas mileage see Fuel economy. Page Hazard flashers Headlamps aiming
Page Keys positions of the ignition.. Page Lug nuts standard Maintenance schedule and record
see separate Maintenance Schedule and Record booklet.. Maintenance see Servicing. Page Oil
viscosity Order forms, service information.. Parking brake operation. Page Restraints, safety
see Safety restraints adult Page Seat belts see Safety restraints.. Page Storage compartments
continued center console Sunroof moon roof. Page Transaxle control switch.. Trip odometer
Turn signal indicator lights. Page Warranty Information Booklet.. Washer fluid rear window
reservoir.. This manual is also suitable for: Probe gt. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel
Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk.
Upload from URL. User Account. Browse Rides. Follow Ride. Ride Info. Wheels Ford Racing
Wheels. Mobile Electronics Kenwood Tweeters. Drivetrain Ford Racing Transmission. Tires
Falken Tires. Mobile Electronics Kenwood Subwoofers. Mobile Electronics Kenwood Speakers.
Load Post 1. Comment 0 Photos 10 Share. By doc jones seargentjones hotmail. I would like to
thank Jeff Jeske The units will need both ground and a 12v power source and further more, a
tach signal must be supplied to each unit AND power and ground supplied to the VRIS system
itself. Effective installation time following these instructions is estimated at hours depending on
skills. Just redo the procedure for the other. The controller leaves five 5 wires: red, black, white,
grey and yellow. The first thing you do is to cut the GREY wire as it will not be used. The way I
did it was to fold it and tape it away as not to contact the other wires. Next you will attach the
RED wire to a 12V ignition switched power source. To find such a source, turn the ignition on
and use a voltmeter to feel at connectors in the engine bay. I used on of the wires from the
diagnostics box where you pull the fault codes from the PCM. To be precise I used the top right
one. It doesnt matter wich of the two connectors you attach to. This wire will provide a ground.
You will now need additional wiring so bring it forth. Find another 12V source and connect one
side of the wire there. Take the other end and connect it to the other terminal of your VRIS
solenoid. For this I used a 12V sorce from the 3 Pin distributor connector found outlined later in
this guide. You may use any other source suitable. The black wire will need a ground so simply
bolt it to a clean spot at the frame. I used a location near the fuse box. Refer to the diagram
below for directions. I would like tothank Jeff Jeske Theunits will need both ground and a 12v
power source and further more, a tach signal must besupplied to each unit AND power and
ground supplied to the VRIS system itself. Effectiveinstallation time following these instructions
is estimated at hours depending on skills. Just redo the procedure for theother. The way I did it
wasto fold it and tape it away as not to contact the other wires. To find such asource, turn the
ignition on and use a voltmeter to feel at connectors in the engine bay. Iused on of the wires
from the diagnostics box where you pull the fault codes from thePCM. It doesnt matterwich of
the two connectors you attach to. Find another 12V source andconnect one side of the wire
there. Take the other end and connect it to the otherterminal of your VRIS solenoid. For this I
used a 12V sorce from the 3 Pin distributorconnector found outlined later in this guide. I used
alocation near the fuse box. Referto the diagram below for directions. Basically you are looking
for a yellow and green cable. This is at the smaller connector not clearly visible at the side of
the distributor. Please email any suggestions to additions or corrections: seargentjones
hotmail. This is at the smallerconnector not clearly visible at the side of the distributor. Load
Post 2. Comment 0 Photos 1 Share. High Performance four door saloon from Mazda! Although
not yet in production, on the Geneva motor show, Mazda showed us that there are hopes for all
you Mazda-enthusiasts out there. The engine is a cc equipped with twin turbos and intercooler.
It is based on the reliable KL-ZE engine first introduced in the in Load Post 3. Comment 0
Photos 3 Share. Load Post 4. Load Post 5. The RSB is a single piece of steel pipe 0. This bar
does not flex and does not have the weak spots as seen in "other" adjustable style bars. Load
Post 6. Comment 0 Photos 4 Share. This means that instead of the tires being perfectly
perpendicular to the grant, they will be slight slanted, inward in the case of negative camber,
outward in the case of positive camber. It might not always be visible, but having your camber
out of adjustment will cause the tire to run on the inside or outside edge only since the tires will
be slanted relative to the ground. The lower you go the more negative camber you will get and
the faster the tire will wear. There are different camber kits available to combat this problem; the
correct kit is determined by how much your camber is away from the factory recommended
specification. Load Post 7. Comment 0 Photos 9 Share. J-Spec 2. They're a direct swap for the
US KL03 engine. The engine does not come with a transmission. This engine is not intended for
a swap into a base or a SE. With extensive modification it is possible, but we don't recommend
it. Normally the milage is around k miles. PRICE: FROM japandomesticmotor. Load Post 8.
Comment 0 Photos 2 Share. Load Post 9. Load Post A 5 speed gearbox with 4wd configuration

is used. The 4wd is a full time system. Handling is carried out by a way adjustable suspension
unit in each corner. The suspension also has height adjusting. The wheels are awesome, and
brakes are too, sporting a state of the art setup with 6-pot calipers in front hugging on a mm
disc, and a 4-pot in the rear with a mm disc. Styling is radical, with side skirts and arches that
make the body "stand out from the crowd". The trunk lid has a large spoiler similar to the one
on the Mitzu Evo very nice! Comment 0 Photos 5 Share. Want to add an external coil to your
factory internal coil system? This distributor cap is exactly what you need, we start with a brand
new OE style distributor cap and modify it to accept an external coil. The dual tower models are
for ignition systems that use a coil level input, the single tower will accomodate most ignitions
and coils. The terminals
car user manual
esp bas dodge caravan
ford ranger 25 head bolt torque specs
are stainless steel cores with phenolic insulators. We remove the internal coil bridge from the
cap and re-seal it. All caps are tested for durability and resistance before they are shipped out.
These sets are built with the finest parts available and meet or exceed OEM spec for build
construction and quality. With a lifetime warranty you can be sure that this is the last set of
wires you buy for your performance vehicle. Also known as mag-wire. The XTC floor brace bolts
between each side of the chassis, ensuring a more stiff structure and a tighter suspension. Aids
is hard cornering stability. Easy to install and comes with everything needed for installation.
From: probeaddiction. How do we build a championships and how do we go about developing
real horsepower? It's not a trial and error process, but a thorough, detailed and methodical
process of testing, measuring and recording results. Load More Posts. Ride Comments 35
comments. Load More Comments. See All Followers. Jump to Post.

